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We detected a low CYP17/HSD3B2 ratio in APA tissue, 
indicating that the cortisol pathway is suppressed in APA and 
also observed a high CYP11B2/CYP11B1 ratio in APA tissue, 
suggesting that the aldosterone pathway is accelerated in APA 
[8]. Furthermore, we reported that there were no KCNJ5 gene 
mutations in the normal tissue adhering to KCNJ5 gene mutation-
harboring APA, suggesting that somatic mutations of the KCNJ5 
gene only occur in APA tissue [9]. On the other hand, we had 
clearly demonstrated that APA cells produce markedly less 
cortisol than normal adrenal cells, and it is suggested that KCNJ5 
gene mutations dominantly induce the aldosterone production 
pathway as well as a concomitant decline in cortisol production, 
resulting in highly autonomous aldosterone production [9]. It 
is possible to consider that accelerated aldosterone production 
in APA is caused mainly by channelopathies, as reported by 
Gomez-Sanchez CE [4]. Those channelopathies may increase 
calcium entry inside adrenal cells, activating Ca-dependent 
intracellular signaling systems related to regulating aldosterone 
synthesis. Then we have questions how to treat the patients with 
PA possessing those channelopathies, to do surgery or not? We 
should perform adrenal vein sampling (AVS) before surgical 
treatment because of precise detection of unilateral adrenal 
lesions, while AVS cannot always be done for all patients with PA 
because of inadequate numbers of AVS-radiologists. Is it possible 
to use calcium channel blockade for medical treatment? Moreover, 
selective CYP11B2 inhibitors have recently been reported, 
which could be promising drug candidates for the treatment of 
aldosterone related diseases [10-12]. Then, new treatment, such 
as local injection of specific CYP11B2 inhibitors should also be 
considered for adrenal lesions that cause hyperaldosteronism. 
Moreover, we should precisely evaluate the long-term efficacy of 
MR antagonists for hyperaldosteronism[13].

Finally, we would like to recommend minimal invasive surgery 
after precisely detecting adrenal lesions by AVS performed by 
well-trained radiologist until well-tolerated medical treatment, 
inducing complete remission, will be developed.
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It is well known that primary aldosteronism (PA) is the 
most common form of secondary hypertension, and also 
that aldosterone-producing adenoma (APA) and bilateral 
hyperaldosteronism (idiopathic hyperaldosteronism: IHA) are 
the most common forms of PA. Now, genetic analysis for solving 
pathogenesis of PA is progressing. Somatic gene mutations of 
the selectivity filter of the potassium K(+) channel  KCNJ5 were 
recently detected in APA in patients with sporadic PA [1]. These 
mutations were reported to produce increased sodium (Na+) 
conductance and cell depolarization resulting in autonomous 
aldosterone production in the APA [1]. It was already reported 
that somatic G151R or L168R mutations were found in 40% of APA 
associated with marked hyperplasia, but not in specimens with 
merely unilateral hyperplasia [2]. Moreover, it had recently been 
reported that the TASK-2 channel lower expression represents 
universal characteristics of APA, associated with a higher 
expression of hsa-miR-23 and hsa-miR-34. The blunted TASK-2 
activity induced an increase in the production of aldosterone in 
vitro and the expression of steroidogenic acute regulatory protein 
and CYP11B2.Thus, the lower expression of TASK-2 channel in 
APA cells can explain autonomous production of aldosterone 
in PA [3]. Gomez-Sanchez [4] had recently summarized that 
somatic mutations of the selectivity filter of the Kir3.4 channel 
in APA results in loss of selectivity for K(+) and entry of sodium, 
resulting in membrane depolarization, calcium mobilization, 
increased CYP11B2 expression, and hyperaldosteronism. Thus, 
he emphasized that APA is caused by channelopathies inducing 
an increase in aldosterone synthesis [4]. Germ cell mutations 
of KCNJ5 cause familial hyperaldosteronism type 3, which is 
associated with adrenal zona glomerulosa hyperplasia, rather 
than adenoma [5,6]. Less commonly, somatic mutations of the 
sodium-potassium ATPase, calcium ATPase, or the calcium 
channel (calcium channel voltage-dependent L type alpha 1D) 
have been found in some APAs. It was also reported that somatic 
mutations in ATP1A1, ATP2B3, and KCNJ5 were present in 
6.3%, 0.9%, and 39.3% of APAs, respectively, and included 2 
novel mutations (Na (+)/K (+)-ATPase p.Gly99Arg and GIRK4 
p.Trp126Arg) [7]. CYP11B2 gene expression was higher in APAs 
harboring ATP1A1 and ATP2B3 mutations compared with those 
without these or KCNJ5 mutations [7]. 
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